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About This Game

LOCAL MULTIPLAYER CHAOS!

Castle Chaos is a fast paced local multiplayer game for 1 to 4 players inspired by the old classic game "Rampart". Build castles
with tetris-like shapes and shoot cannons to destroy your opponents' castles. Available for PC, Mac and Linux.

FEATURES

- Random generated maps depending on number of players
- Lots of settings to customize your matches, from nr of castles,

cannons to bushes and cloud density
- Choose to play against human or AI opponents or mix
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- Many different puzzle shapes to drive you crazy when building your castles
- Annoying gnomes planting bushes everywhere, but thankfully shootable

- Play as a gnome! Repair your castle while trying to avoid your
opponents' suspicions by acting gnome-like.

- Play on gamepad, keyboard or all on the same keyboard for extra chaotic fun with your friends!

You can vote for new features in the next upcoming version of the game on our website
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Title: Castle Chaos
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Odd Comet Games
Publisher:
Odd Comet Games
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium D or AMD Athlon 64 (K8) 2.6 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: (Integrated): Intel HD Graphics or AMD/ATI Radeon HD Graphics with OpenGL 2.1

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: Java 6

English
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This is a really great little (big) game! It's not just about flying with Newtonian physics from planet to planet.
During my first run I ran across an abandoned space station. I grappled onto ti, got out of my capsule, entered the station (none
of this is explained in the tutorial I figured it out by chance) found a bunch of stuff inside the station to power my ship and got
to the station's control room, booted up the engines and accidentally set the station on course with the system's sun. I was able to
hop out into my ship just in time nearly burning up in the star's corona. Flooring the accelerator out of there in the nick of time!
Only to slam into a passing asteroid, ending my short but sweet career.
I LOVED IT!

There's a lot of hours of fun to be had, especially if you enjoy exploring and flying with a great version of Newtonian physics .
What I really like about Adios Amigos is that there isn't anything out to kill you... except the occasional piked plant life,
tumbling rocks or asteroids caught by the planet's gravity.

A fun game, well worth the price! :)

NOTE: I was having TERRIBLE crashes every single time I tried playing it. The game would simply freeze. But I contacted the
developer and ever since the last patch I haven't crashed once. GREAT JOB guys!. Dont want to keep paying $15 every month.
Ok I really tried to give this game the benefit of a doubt. I read the reviews, but I love action RPGs so I had to find out for
myself. And I did. This game is a piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

I can get by the lackluster magic casting, the lack of a decent map overview, and the lack of variation in enemies. What is
UNFORGIVABLE is the lack of difficulty. I mean the game is seriously broken and the devs have obviously abandoned this
title barely a week into it's launch and turned it into a shovelware\/moneygrab when they obviously put _some_ time into it (at
least in the beginning of development). I mean I'm barely a third into the game and I can't die. All enemies hit me for 1 damage
and I have not gone back or did any level grind of any kind. Boses die in 2 hits. It's ridiculous. I know there has been mention of
this on their forum...hell, I mentioned it myself. But no response, no update...and it's too late for me to get a refund. AVOID
THIS TITLE AND THIS DEVELOPER AT ALL COSTS. The ONLY challenge this game offers is to avoid buying it. And if
you read this review, YOU WIN!

UPDATE: So just out of frustration, I took a level 1 character and put him into the level of the game I had achieved, and to my
surprise, he was killing mobs as though it was the beginning of the game. Can the devs possibiliy know that there is ONE
SINGLE DIFFICULTY LEVEL for all enemies??? This HAS to be a programming error! It certainly feels like they decided to
release a completely unfinished game and then abandon it as a money grab. Who wants to fight level one enemies through an
entire game?? Then a boss pushed me out of the play area (while doing only 1 damage to me for each attack), and I couldn't get
back into the playfield to finish the quest. WHAT A GIANT WASTE OF MY TIME AND MONEY.. I wouldn't reccomend
this to a gosh darn monkey. controls are terrible and i couldn't get through the first level DUE to such bad controls. overall:

0\/10 waste of storage space.. honestly one of the silliest yet most emotional games i've ever played.
comparing this to other games almost does it a disservice, this is its own unique experience, and i would highly recommend it if
you enjoy when a game as outwardly silly as this can tug at your heartstrings with such proficiency.. Love this game! So neat
how you can have anyone with a smartphone join in and play! My family has fun playing this and we laugh alot. Games are easy
to pickup and challenging enough to keep the Xbox son interested. Well worth the purchase. Hope to see more smart phone
local LAN games like this! Big Kudos to the developer of this game! Thank you!
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Great gane, easy to play for everyone,The price is also just right no need to wait for sale. qu pack, pabwI' Hov trek vay' 'ej vaj
asap je'. qapla. Pistol pack simply does not worth it. It goes as Perk, so occupies an important slot without bringing anything of
value to the table. 2 weapons you can have more than covers any need you might have vs certain targets, while perk pistols aint
that good at any given task.. Excellent but I want Ripple as well.. An absolute masterpiece, highly tactical and somewhat
difficult. Takes time and patience. Much about trial and errors.. I've got the depression, depression, depression, d o w n i n m y
h e a r t. A very fun platformer, that teaches you to learn from your mistakes. With simple yet nice art and charmingly apt
music, though perhaps the sound effects are lacking. I like the idea behind item and character progression while the game itself
knows what it wants to be and doesn't seem to lose track of its identity..... I certainly recommend the game and anyone who isn't
affraid of a very fair challenge should give it a try.. Just picked this up, played the 1st 3 missions (died on 3rd). I have to say,
nice job guys. You captured that Wing Commander feel, with an interesting story. First two missions are training, but fear not, it
ramps up quickly in the 3rd, I got overwhelmed pretty quick, but it was fun.
Well back to the game, just wanted to give this it's due.. Don't buy it the Africa part of the game is so dull and boring, maybe it
is meant to express the futility of trying to get ahead in life with no money or education, but is a grind with no other purpose you
earn money get reputation which is fine but you are constantly sick or getting robbed so has taken 1\/2 an hr of sitting and
clicking work only to watch every time you make money it disappearing.... while this might reflect real life it is in no way
enjoyable in a game. There is no access to banks or any sort of 'life' experience all you do is work and get robbed & sick then
repeat.
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